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This Report illustrates the team training system presentation as a web based graphs. 

The research is done based on the presentation of web information stored in database into the graphical 

form. Ice-Faces with SQL database at back end data source is the way to demonstrate the implementation 

of graph system. By having research and comparisons it is found suitably best the Graph generating system 

for analysis of C3fire records.  

Several models for graphs are been selected for the illustration of best visualization of the demography and 

at last one with best demonstration of result is selected.  

The information which was displayed in tables stored in database is now viewable in the graphical format. 

The implementation was done by modifying and embedding codes in the previous version and successfully 

implementation is done. The graphs are displayed by the values stored in database and dynamically 

updated as the values in the database are changed. There are four graphs finally selected and implemented 

that shows the data, which are pie, bar, line and cluster bar graphs representing data in best viewable 

form. 
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Abstract 
 

This Report illustrates the team training system presentation as a web based graphs. 

The research is done based on the presentation of web information stored in database into the 

graphical form. Ice-Faces with SQL database at back end data source is the way to demonstrate the 

implementation of graph system. By having research and comparisons it is found suitably best the 

Graph generating system for analysis of C3fire records.  

Several models for graphs are been selected for the illustration of best visualization of the demography 

and at last one with best demonstration of result is selected.  

The information which was displayed in tables stored in database is now viewable in the graphical 

format. The implementation was done by modifying and embedding codes in the previous version and 

successfully implementation is done. The graphs are displayed by the values stored in database and 

dynamically updated as the values in the database are changed. There are four graphs finally selected 

and implemented that shows the data, which are pie, bar, line and cluster bar graphs representing data 

in best viewable form. 

 

Keywords: C3fire, IceFaces, team training, simulation, Crystal Report (CR), graphical presentation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. AIM 

The aim of this thesis is to present the c3fire system data into graphical form. The log tables 

stored in database are presented in the graphical form. Our objective in this thesis was to present 

the graph generated through c3fire log files that keeps the data tables from the number of 

experiments. The log files are maintained through extracting the data of experiments into 

information. These information or data then keeps as record in database. The data belongs to 

group of team tasks is saved in session log files. From session log files we take the data, values 

and events to present them in the graphical format. Our task was to present the graphs in most 

suitable way that presents the data in best way. As previously the database log files were 

maintained we amended the previous database files to embed our code required to draw the 

graph without creating any problem with the previous implementation. We were required to get 

the code compatible to the previous work and also open source and free license. For this purpose 

we need to compare and study the number of tools for graphical data presentation. After selecting 

the best one we have to draw the graphs with that tool. 

 

1.2. C3FIRE 

C3 Fire is tool used for training and simulation purposes for the command, communication and 

control system of fire workers and elements. This is a plate-form of where the analysis of work 

can be assessed over a single screen and controlling is easy to done through analyzing the 

sequential changes occurring during the time. The C3fire helps out the individuals to follow the 

understanding of work done and understanding during the time. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 c3fire system environments [4] 
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C3 Fire is a command, control and communication simulator system used to give team training 

decisions in a real-time environment. For high association of work with practical orientation for fire 

control training system the C3fire simulator works as a best tool. C3fire is supposed to be a well-

controlled within closely coupled with real-time environment. 

 

1.3. C3FIRE ENVIRONMENT 

The environment of the C3fire includes forest, houses, firefighting units and crops, a group of 

people who interacts with each other to extinguish the fire. The users are the parts of the units 

and can be in a role of chiefs or as staff. [3] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2 c3fire log process environment [4] 
 

 

The analysis of c3fire work environment through collaborating work is achieved by the use of 

computer based monitoring system in the C3fire. C3fire creates log for all events that are 

recorded during the session. The Figure 1.2 is showing the log process. The C3fire simulator is 

used to receive all the log process information as the simulator records the activities. The log 

process also receives information during the emails and distributed GIS based systems. 

The residing log process in session server can be used in three ways as denoted in the above 

picture like session replay, quantitative analysis and situation detection. The session replay and 

some part of quantitative analysis is integrated in C3fire simulation system where as the some 

part of advance quantitative analysis and situation detection is recorded as separately by the 
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generated log files. SQL database store log file information in a structural order. This helps the 

research work to hold session information in more advance level. [10]  

The basic instinct behind the development of C3fire was to improve the command, control and 

communication system in order to overcome the fire emergence. In order to do this all the 

challenge was how to interact with other members so that at a specific time who has to play a 

specific role with respect to priority as all members have a shared goal. So this provides a need to 

develop such a tool that gives a team training simulator within the members to cooperate in 

dynamic and real-time environment. [4] 

 

C3Fire idea was emerged by the need of distributed and dynamic working environment as per 

C3fire micro-world says, it was based on experimental work. Professor Peter Seamark and B 

Brehmer from Uppsala University, Sweden were the developer of C3fire micro-world. [5] 

 

 
Figure 1.3 C3fire observers MAP [4] 

 

The image above gives image observation information for the simulation, this simulation map is 

an example of user interface of C3fire group task environment. 

C3fire became a part of studies at Swedish National Defense College in the year 1998 and later 

after 2 years the Swedish National Defense College make C3fire as a research project of (2010 

ROLF). Now this is part of research project between Computer science department of Linköping 
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University and Swedish National Defense College, they shared the researched studies and 

operations in the research work.   

 

 

1.4. USE OF FRAMEWORK 

 

 

Numbers of java applets/ Frameworks that are used by AJAX are list below. 

Each Framework has its own specification and features. In our view the best suitable framework 

for our project is IceFaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRAMEWORKS License Source type Type 

DOJO toolkit Academic free license Open source Java script library 

Jquery Free software Open source Web application s/w 

EXT (java script) Commercial (GPL) Open source  Java script library 

Moo Tools MIT  Open source Ajax framework 

Prototype (JSF) MIT  Java script toolkit 

Yahoo UI Library BSD Open source Java script library 

Clean AJAX GPL Open source Ajax Framework 

Spry framework  Open source Ajax Framework 

Qoox doo LGPL Open source Ajax Framework 

IceFaces Free License Open source Ajax Framework 
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1.5. THESIS OUTLINE 

This thesis is comprised of 6 chapters and the explanation of each chapter is described below. 

 

Chapter No 1 Introduction 

 

 Introduction of the thesis work and give introductory information about c3fire 
and outline of the thesis. 

 
Chapter No 2 C3 Fire LOGFILES 

 

 Introduction of the C3fire log files. Creation of database and tables through 
the experiments and description of log file management. 
 

Chapter No 3 Ice Faces Description 

 

 This chapter specifies Structure of IceFaces, Ajax communication and 
working, this chapter also provides the detail description of crystal report and 
its implementation comparing it with IceFaces graph with examples. 

 

Chapter No 4 Implementation of Graphs in C3fire 
 

 This chapter specifies the implementation work been done in C3fire. 
Modifying the existing work and embedding the new work. 
 

Chapter No 5 Graph (User Interface) 
 

 This chapter shows the result of implementation of work, The types of the 
graphs displaying the information. 
 

Chapter No 6 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 This chapter provides Conclusion and summary of thesis report and work. 
Also specifies the conclusion about the implementation of framework of 
Glassfish. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

2. C3FIRE LOG FILES 

The log files are maintained as a text files holding all the information of sessions of experiments. 

This can be done as a 4 stage step wise implementation which includes sequence grabber 

(maintain directory structure), version updates the latest version for the current log files, Log file 

Extraction creates a single log file if an event is generated, then the calculator makes calculation 

and store in form of xml document.  

 

2.1. C3FIRE LOG FILE MANAGEMENT 

The data information received after the number of experiments being performed is stored in log 

files. As the two teams of eight members from single group performed the eight sessions, the 

information of each task for each specific team is maintained by two system servers. There are in 

total eight sessions therefore with two teams will perform sixteen sessions in all. Hence the log 

file keeps all the information relating to each session the data information is about the tasks 

performed in the sessions.[9] 

2.1.1. STORAGE OF LOG FILES 

The C3fire log files are stored in C3fire/Session_logs folder, it maintains each session whenever 

event is generated it is added as a session log file in the Session_logs folder. The following 

hierarchical structure is maintained by session for each log file C:\C3Fire\Group\Server-1\c3fire-

1\c3fire-1.log C3fire generates a unique name for each session log file. Example c3fire_1, 

c3fire_2, c3fire_3 up to 8 log files for 2 different server, the log files can be viewed as text file as 

shown in figure 2.1.[9] 

2.1.2. LOG FILE STRUCTURE 

Log file mainly structured in two different parts first part includes the (session info) and second 

part (log info) characterized in a text file. Each log file has events for the tasks which are 

performed in the session.  

Session info keeps the general information about the session such as session number, session 

name, session configuration, session time group name and C3fire version etc. The Log info keeps 

the info about the activities and events in a chronology. Activity shows a certain action and the 

event demonstrate the timing of the action or activity. It also keeps the description of code and 

values. Whereas the code represents a special info which can be get through unit state table. [9] 
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Figure 2.1 view of log file demonstrate number of events. [4] 

Renaming of C3fire text file can be done easily, in the C3fire version 3.2. 

2.1.3. CALCULATING DATA FROM LOG FILES 

The calculation and processing of a log file can be done by remaining on the specified folder 

version of session log file. As the session versions are different so if required to have process of 

all sessions then the base folder path is used for the experiment.  

2.1.4. SEQUENCE GRABBER 

By having large number of experiments it is difficult to keep all tracks of session log files and the 

sequence. A tool named sequence grabber is used though to maintain the sequence and the 

session log files. 

Sequence grabber produces an output directory by selecting the session logs for the specified 

sequence. 
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Figure 2.2: The interface of sequence grabber [4] 

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF DATABASE STRUCTURE 

The Architectural view of C3fire database log file management system gives an overview in order 

to understand the whole system. C3fire database log file management system and C3fire web log 

file management system provides an architectural view and working of C3fire system. 

2.2.1. C3FIRE DATABASE LOG FILE MANAGEMENT 

As processing of log files and log file data extraction were used for extraction of data from the log 

files. This was done by the previous thesis project in which data was extracted through log files in 

xml format using API´s. C3fire session maintains session log files and all log files are similar to 

each other so by arranging all events in one separate file using management tool analysis.[11] 

The database management table which were required to use for the graph creation are 

 

 Group info table 

 Event info table 

 Session info table 

 Event info session table 
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2.3. DESCRIBE THE DATA STRUCTURE DB TABLES 

 

Figure 2.3 Database relation tables [20] 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

3. GRAPH GENERATING SYSTEM 

3.1. INVESTIGATION FOR FRAMEWORK AND TOOL 

In this project we had investigated implementation of Graph charts through IceFaces and Crystal 

Report. As in our preliminary research we found IceFaces as an open source, Ajax framework 

that we had used to draw charts. IceFaces also provides many variants of different charts which 

could be implemented for required visual assessment. IceFaces provides Ajax, JSF development 

platform and makes it easy for us to extend/embed the part of project into previous version of the 

C3fire project.  

Crystal report offers java developers for application development and it comes up with Visual 

Studio as an integral component [16]. Basically Crystal report is a report generation application. In 

our research we also worked on Crystal report that also provides number of different variants for 

chart plotting.  

3.2. INTRODUCTION OF ICEFACES   

Ice-faces is a leading open source framework designed for Ajax and J2EE Ajax which is to deploy 

and develop numerous enterprise editions such as (REAs) known as Rich Enterprise 

Applications. ICE-faces provide number of services such as. 

 

 Provides new class of enterprise web application. 

 Project life cycle enhancement. 

 Integration, support and testing. 

 

For a user friendly environment ice-faces provides some features given as follows: 

 

1. Open source product 

IceFaces is an open source product so it facilitates a high variety of different groups to share 

and use this product. 

2. Standardized framework 

As IceFaces is a standardized product so Java user experiences no difficulty for 

understanding the environment. The tools and IDE's of existing Java are leveraged with 

IceFaces. 

3. Ease of developing with Ajax 

As IceFaces is Java Ajax application framework it facilitates with an ease of work performed 

JSF or JAVA developers with a low design effort.  

4. Support of compatibility 
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Ice-faces supports a wide variety of Java versions, Integrated IDE tools, application server, 

portal containers and browsers which give high rate of compatibility with ice-faces and Ajax. 

There are some issues and compilation regarding third party compilation as in our project we 

use Net beans IDE using glass fish server with collaboration of MySql database but there is 

need to have a third party compiler (ant builder)  which give a low degree of troubleshoot and 

error recovery. 

5. Facilitate with Ajax push 

For the first time the Java developers can now use Ajax push through ice-faces by developing 

a dynamic J2EE Ajax application. 

6. Provides a secure environment 

IceFaces is compatible with SSL. It protects with malicious codes and intruders, it also 

protects with the cross site scripting therefore ice-faces is most secure J2EE Ajax product. 

7. High number of users and their experiences 

The performance of ice-faces became very high due to large number of experiences with 

Ajax applications. 

 

3.3. ARCHITECTURE OF ICEFACES 

IceFaces structured is comprised of Application development model which has the basic function 

to facilitate developers with the basic (JEM) Java enterprise model. It will give a benefit to bypass 

the low level Ajax complexities. Basically the architecture of IceFaces is based on client-server 

model, in a client – server model the implementation is been done in java and execution is in 

simple Java run time environment. The development in IceFaces is done with JSF that is 

essential for the development of components in the server such as UI definitions and a server 

residing data model used by dynamic data binding. IceFaces utilized the complete component 

suites that facilitates to use all the components of JSF. Ice-faces uses the Push based 

functionality applications so it provides a state change while residing into the server. This 

architecture of IceFaces has open a new era to the web applications development which can be 

enhanced without the implementation of Java code. 
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Figure 3.1 Architecture of IceFaces environments [21] 

 

Ice-faces architecture is completely transparent from the application developers and the core 

architectural elements of IceFaces are shown in the figure. 

3.3.1. ICE FACES FRAMEWORK 

JSF framework includes an ice-faces framework as its extension whereas the ice-faces 

framework has a difference in performing as compare to JSF framework. The JSF transfer the 

performed page to the browser at the current application, hence a page is completely refreshed.  

In server side Data object model the changes are took place so that later on those changes are 

transferred to the browser lately assembled again by Ajax Bridge which is a lightweight tool. This 

results into a comfortably smoother and quicker update of the page in a browser due to only small 

changes. The Ajax Push is integrated very effortlessly with the JSF structure to provide a 

complete run time management. 

3.3.2. THE COMPONENT SUITE OF ICE-FACES 

The ice-faces component suite is a basic structure for the building of applications as a user 

interface. The large components alongwith the standard JSF components are enabled to the 

developer to design and assemble AI (application interface). Ice-faces changes are took place as 

a server based which is linked towards the Data object model rendering mechanism present in 

the JSF framework. This automated event generates the submitting changes to the bridge which 
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relied on UI at component presentation. IceFaces can have some other effects which include drag 

and drop through components. 

3.3.3. THE AJAX BRIDGE 

The small changes which are occurred incremental are handled by the Ajax Bridge. Basically Ajax 

Bridge handles client and server resident applications which have server and clients elements. 

The incremental presentation changes are applied to the browser client, the reassemble of the 

changes at the browser data object model for applying those changes. User interaction with 

system is also handled by the bridge, delivering the feedback from user to JSF. The Ajax Bridge 

is started by itself while loading first page and it updates sequentially with presentation. 

 

3.4. CRYSTAL REPORT 

Crystal report is the presentation of the data which describes that how data of report document is 

represented or displayed. The crystal report is used for report display component (.rdlc). There 

are many products which are forming a report in a backend like SQL statements, object codes 

and connections but if the developer is in a case unable to access at design level, or architecture 

is designed such that Sql statements are unable to access then it requires a component which 

shows a generic report. 

In order to do this we need data source which can be in the xml format of tabular form and report 

document i.e. (.rdlc). After getting any pair of data source the crystal report can be easily 

generated. 

A (*.rdlc) file is xml document which is used to represent and display the data. There are number 

of actions which should be taken into consideration while developing a report. 

 

 Form a schema which should be used in the report. 

 Add it to visual studio. 

 Design the report with the use of developed schema in visual studio. 

 After completion of design, save it. 

 Then it will create .rdlc file in the project folder. 

 

Creating Report without reporting service server 

When using ASP.net there could be problem arise when developing report without reporting 

service server. (. rdlc) report can be easily created, but problem occurs while loading dataset from 

Sql server 2005. The .rdlc file needs to create dataset on the application process. 

3.4.1. SYSTEM ARCHITECTS 

The system architect has to plan different aspects of Crystal report these include the following 

aspects for selection. 
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 The selection of object mode suitably best. 

 Choosing embed or non-embed report according to requirement. 

 For Fast execution decision to be made for cached report. 

 Selection for the best suitable report binding. 

 Measuring and scaling of the application must be known. 

 Provision of web service for the report. 

 Configuration of the crystal report in a web. 

 Designing the layout and architecture. 

 Finally Deploy. 

 Requirement of Future enhancement options. 

 

The selection of object mode suitably best. 

 

3.5. OBJECT MODEL FOR CRYSTAL REPORT 

The Two object modes by crystal report are as follows: 

 

 Crystal-Report Viewer object model, it is an API that is attached to the display 

functionality with the CrystalReportViewer control. 

 Report Document object model, a more extensive object model.  

3.5.1. EMBEDDED OR NON-EMBEDDED REPORTS DIFFERENCE IN USABILITY 

The reports which are non-embedded are to be stored on a separate directory whereas the report 

which is embedded is integrated into the project during compilation. There are some 

complications which can arise during the placement of non-embedded reports in the individual 

directory, on the other way it makes easier for report uploading for redistribution. Non-embedded 

reports are instantly updated instead of recompiling the whole application. [5] 

 

1. (Method of PULL) Crystal report draws the report by bringing the data from fields after 

establishing connection with database. 

2. (Method of PUSH) First create the dataset then select the fields of dataset as the fields of 

report after this it is pushed into crystal report. Crystal report push method is described here. 

[6] 

3.5.2.  INSERT NEW ITEM AS DATASET 

1. By using framework supporting crystal report for inserting item as dataset like Microsoft 

Visual Studio, this makes it easy for inserting new item as dataset which are required by the 
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user to be on the report like filename, salary etc. After saving the dataset filename is used 

for build and browse in explorer window. 

2. Add new blank report for crystal report in the project. 

3. In explorer of server the database follow the dataset field for by exploring the project from 

database table. [6] 

 

The alternate server availability and use at run time environment for testing report 

 

 Select the Build solution from the build menu 

 The error can be removed or fixed at that time if it occurs during the build time. 

 Press the start tab in a debug menu. 

 Finally press stop in a visual studio and it will exit from the debug mode. 

 

There are many ways of displaying the graphs through database records i.e. pie chart, bar chart, 

three dimension area charts etc. Crystal report is one of the ways to show the graphs through 

certain calculation according to the requirement. The chart is basically a graphical presentation of 

certain data which shows relationships with the events. So as with our thesis we had researched 

different chart tools and frameworks. IceFaces and Crystal-Report research is done but for 

crystal-Report the problem was to merge it with our system and environment handling with 

previous implementation in the crystal report chart was one of the problems. 

The chart can be drawn with accordance to the data and type of the chart, the chart data can be 

gathered through group summaries, details sections and OLAP. 

In reality the crystal report has a powerful charting and graphic tool, it also provides different 

styles of charts to display, and facilitate with customized chart options. [6]   

 

3.6. CRYSTAL REPORT CHARTS TYPES AND EXAMPLES 

Crystal report provides the provision of 4 basic type charts 

 

  Advanced charts: 

Advance charts are plotted on  x and y axis, these formulates in group. 

 Group charts: 

Group is organized according to the summary report, the most usual way of 

presenting a graph average and sum are calculated through this type of graph 

presentation. 

 Cross-tab graph charts: 

 Olap grid graphs: 

 

These are some of the basic chart structure types for the crystal report. 
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Advanced 

There are plotted X and Y values. A user can specify summary fields or perform the analysis of 

TopN, and control information grouping in the display. A user uses advanced graphs with 

formulas, but it did not need to insert a group or summary field into the report to use the given 

formula. 

  

Group 

Group graphs are commonly used form of the graphs, a user use this where there is a group 

inserted into the report and there is a summary field like the sum or average on that basis for the 

group. This type of graph appears only one time; it can appear on the group level with a separate 

graph for each group. 

End Users uses this type as a base level graph so that a user can plot a graph for high level data 

like sales and then it gradually descending into more complex type of data like sales in area wise 

or accounts on sales and sales with products. A group unlikely to an advanced level graph gives 

a provisioning to get requirement of a group or summary field. 

   

Cross-tab graphs 

This is similar to a group graph, but you use a cross-tab for the data source, instead. 

   

OLAP grid graphs 

This is subtype of a group graph, but user use OLAP grids for the data source. A user can create 

graphs in the various formats such as 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional bar, line, area, pie, 

doughnut, pie graph with 3dimension, XY scatter plot, radar graph, bubble graph and stock graph. 

This may need to change the sort order or XY fields for the graph to clearly convey the 

information. [3] 

 

The chart layout refers to the data that will be used to make up the chart, whether it comes from 

the details section, group summaries. At first in the implementation of our work we search the 

best chart that is suitable for our data presentation, because the real meaning of chart is 

depending on the type of data to be represented, such that the user can get more benefit by 

analyzing after having view in a short time. 

Chart expert in crystal report displays a number of different charts that have a number of 

variations. 
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3.7. CHARTS FOR CRYSTAL REPORTS 

Crystal report provides different types of charts, the chart expert in crystal report and it is used to 

draw the chart according to the description. The diagram under shows the snap shot of the basic 

chart expert and the types of charts that can be drawn according to the requirement. [8] 

 

  

Figure 3.2 Chart expert crystal report use to plot in .Net framework. 
 

As it can be seen that chart expert has a vast variety of charts that can be drawn through the 

chart expert and that can be easily embed in java. Crystal report can be used with visual studio or 

net-beans. 

3.7.1. DESCRIPTION OF CRYSTAL REPORT CHART TYPES 

As there are certain types of charts that can be used for different uses, which can be taken 

according to the requirements of the user.  
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A. Bar Chart 

A Bar chart is drawn when there is a comparison of several groups of data.  Given are types of 

bar chart that can be drawn. 

1. Stack or subgroup bar chart 

This is a type of bar chart in which a number of subgroup values make a group in total. 
This type of chart is useful for the display comparing between the group and subgroups 
values. 

2. Cluster bar chart 

This is a common type of bar chart that displays the values of the groups side by side. 
This type of charts is useful for the display of values of groups. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Crystal Report bar 

On the other hand Crystal report has many variants for the bar chart. Such as: 

 

 Percent Bar Chart. 

 Side by side bar chart with 3D visual effect. 

 Stacked Bar chart with 3D visual effect. 

 Percent Bar chart with 3D visual effect. 

 

Each of these types has its own emphasis and advantages. 

 

 

 

B. Line Chart 

Line chart displays a graph with a series of points along a line showing the trend of values against 

each group. This type of chart is useful when there are a large number of groups. Example: 

annual rain falls over past 10 years, or trend of population for many years. 
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Figure 3.4 Line chart 

C. Area Chart 

The area chart shows the data of patterns covered with colors, if there is less number of groups to 

display a chart then this type chart is used in crystal report. Below here shows an example of area 

chart. 

 
Figure 3.5 Area chart  

 

D. Pie Chart 

The pie chart displays as a pie differentiated into different size of patterns. The area of each split 

part shows a single group data. 
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Figure 3.6 Pie 2D chart 

E. Doughnut Chart 

Doughnut chart is like same to the pie chart but instead of displaying data in differentiated 

patterns it displays data around a circle in different colors, it displays total number of figure in the 

center e.g. sales. For multiple group data there is choice for multiple Doughnut charts. 

 

Figure 3.7 Doughnut chart 
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F. 3-D Riser 

A 3-dimensional chart displaying data in the 3D blocks provides a visual dynamic colorful view; 

these blocks are inside a 3D plane and line up closely. This chart provides a discrete comparison, 

Example: Sales according to customers with the country. 

 

Figure 3.8 3D Riser chart  

 

 

 

 

G. 3D Surface 

This chart provides a topographic presentation of a data, it is similar to the 3D Riser chart in a 

sense that both resides in a 3D plane but instead of having sets of blocks it shows a topographic 

view. For example when having sales, customer with country compared dynamically as a surface. 
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Figure 3.9 3D Surface chart  

 

H. XY Scatter Chart 

The XY chart shows collective information in a plot which shows the trend. The trend is displayed 

through points plotted on a XY plain. XY plain is better when there is greater pool of data. For 

example: customer, sales and countries in a specific year. In this case regions will give a better 

picture and it provides a better viewable comparison too. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 XY Scatter chart  
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I. RADAR Chart 

Also known as spider chart, the Quantitative variable is compared from a single point variable. It 

can be 3 or more. The variable is represented as spoke and it is useful when having multi-

variable data and also it gives a clear picture to a user that a specific group of data relating to a 

whole group. 

 

Figure 3.11 Radar chart  

J. Bubble Chart 

A bubble chart displays each entity shows or denominates 3 values. The values can be 

numerical. A bubble chart shows series of bubbles on a plot having numeric values on x and y 

axis. The size of bubble itself denominates a value. This type of chart is useful when there is a 

comparison of amount of data in year wise or area wise. 
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Figure 3.12 Bubble chart  

K. Funnel Chart 

Funnel chart is used to represent sales stages; each stage shows the potential amount or 

percentage. This chart is helpful to figure out shortcoming of a company. The funnel chart shows 

100% of group data progressively in decreasing mode.   

 

Figure 3.13 Funnel chart  

L. Stock Chart 

As denoted by name a stock chart shows a change in volume for group entities as high or low. 

The stock chart is useful for monitoring of financial activities. Crystal report has two types of stock 

charts, high low chart and high low open close chart. 
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Figure 3.14 Stock chart  

 

M. Numeric Axis Chart 

Numeric Chart displays the bar, line or area which constitutes from a specific time or date. The 

time or date field make change in bar or line. The x-axis value can get through numeric value on 

the y-axis value. 

 

Figure 3.15 Numeric Axis chart  

 

N. Gantt Chart 

Gantt chart is used for project scheduling, a bar chart which is directed to horizontal axis. Overall 

group is divided in number of steps or entities constitute a project, there may be dependencies 

between each entity so it performs the colored bar according to time and size of bar represents 

the volume of data or time. The bar can start proceeding to other bar or parallel depends upon the 

dependencies among each other. 
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Figure 3.16 Gantt chart  

O. Gauge Chart 

A graphical gauge meter shows the data value through gauge pointer. Normally a single group 

data is displayed through gauge chart Example sales percentage for the whole stock. 

 

Figure 3.17 Gauge chart  

 

 

Inserting Crystal Report Charts  

Crystal Reports provides nice colorful charts in the reports as well as in the web. Crystal Report is 

also an analytical tool rather than just chart presentation. For explanation or detail description of a 

chart the user can explore charts analytically.  

The crystal report provides the following implementation for the charts:  
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 Summarized subtotal fields 

 Subtotal fields, formulas and details of Chart legends. 

 Summary of charts cross Tab.  

 

When chart is been added in the report by the user it is normally chart with a summarized 

information and subtotal fields information at the group level. [6] 

 

3.7.2. CREATING CHART IN CRYSTAL REPORT 

 

Modifying Existing charts 

 

The crystal report provides easy way to modify or upgrade the chart. For the data which is 

variable according to the time it is more valuable to get the editor upgrade without interfering 

much into the design or code details. 

In other way if the requirement changes and want to show a pie chart instead of bar or line graph 

it can be easily done. The formats and layouts are easy to handle such as pull down menu or 

pop-up menu this all can be done through a single platform called “chart expert”. 

 

Zooming chart (IN and OUT) 

 

Some of the chart types which are more general in use facilitate the user of having the zoom in 

and zoom out. The zoom in feature provided in crystal report is easy to use as it can be handled 

through mouse left and right button. The nested zoom facility also provided by this feature. 

 

Integration of Chart with Java application 

 

The crystal report can be easily integrated in .Net through plug-in but for Net beans it’s difficult to 

find plug-in for crystal report. 

 

The crystal report charts can be integrated with JSP by having the J2EE compliant upgrade. 

Need to configure various files like CRConfig.XML which is needed to update, also required to 

update various elements which are relating to the JDBC such as JAVADir, Class path and 

JDBCURL. 

 

Style of charts 

 

Crystal report provides 2D and 3D chart effect for most of its charts. That gives a more dynamic 

effect for viewing and comparing. The better visual effect of chart gives more easy and quick 

overview of the chart and data. 
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3.8.  ICEFACES CHART TYPES AND EXAMPLES 

 

a. BAR chart 

When there are some items which are needed to be compare with each other then bar 

charts are required e.g. Growth of a certain trend in a particular time as comparing to 

other competitor. 

       

 
Figure 3.18 Bar chart (IF)  

b. Clustered Bar Chart 

 
Figure 3.19 Bar clustered chart (IF)  
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c. Bar stacked chart 

Subgroup total makes up the group in total. Stack bar chart is used to compare the 

entities with the whole, two or three entities are compared in a single bar which also tells 

the whole ratio. 

 

 
Figure 3.20 Bar staked chart (IF)  

 

 

d. LINE Charts 

The line graph shows the trend over the time, this is specially described for multiple 

groups of data. 

Other type of charts includes Area, Pie, Doughnut (similar to pie chart), 3D riser, 3D 

surface, XY scatter, Radar and Bubble. 

 
Figure 3.21 Line chart (IF)  
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e. Custom Charts 

Custom chart displays the trend and relationship in different styles mix. It includes bar 

and line graph as a multi graph. In some cases where the need of trend along with-the 

relationship is required this type of graph is useful but as it is mix and it’s difficult to 

analyze it in a short time. 

 
Figure 3.22 custom chart (IF) 

f. Pie Chart 

A 3D pie chart displays a circular chart in a cylindrical shape to get a view of a 3D shape. 

The area divided into different arc length area which also represents the size of data the 

specific entity keeps. 

An IceFaces represents a simple graphical 3D pie with different colors represents area 

size of different entities of a group. Whereas factor remains under criticism as it is difficult 

to compare different arc lengths or areas of the given pie chart. But it is very useful in a 

sense when a specific area has to compare with entire pie. 

 
Figure 3.23 pie 3D chart (IF)  
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g. Layout of Chart For C3fire 

The requirement specifies the design of chart, layout of chart can be characterized 

according to the design pattern of the data that is to be represented. The group chart 

specifies the role of each group in a report so it can be customized according to the 

requirement. 

From our Research we found some of Graphs which are useful for analysis for data 

stored in database. Example is as below: 

 
Figure 3.24 Layout of C3fire chart 

 

3.9. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we had investigated the tool which could be feasible for the implementation of our 

project. As stated earlier the project is to include chart in the existing project of C3fire as an up 

gradation of the system.  From research we found that IceFaces charts provide wider and easier 

implementation of charts, which can be further extended easily. Crystal Report is a licensed 

application from Business object EULA, crystal report facilitates chart creation from database 

source and linking the database tables forming into group according to unique events.  As in our 

first requirement we were looking for license free, Ajax supportive framework to create charts. We 

found IceFaces is the best framework for creating the charts implementation in C3fire.  

The numbers of chart variants of both the technologies i.e. IceFaces and Crystal-report are 

considered as both of them are useful for best data presentation; each type describes a different 

angel of view and a unique presentation of records for comparison. In IceFaces we found that the 

best suitable graph charts for our investigation are bar chart, pie chart and line chart. We found 

that these charts are suitably best and demonstrates the requirement in a most beneficial way. 
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3.10. SUMMARY 

We had explored and described the charting tool and application, IceFaces which is license free, 

Ajax supportive and it can help us in developing Ajax JSF due to its growing community and we 

can easily shared and took help from different forums.  The architecture of IceFaces describes 

the communication between components using Ajax and IceFaces servlet that is important with 

respect to web server i.e. glassfish. Crystal Report is more likely as a presentation of report 

especially for business oriented applications and displaying charts in reports using different 

platform environments e.g. vb.net and visualStudio.net. Crystal Report provides a wide range of 

different charts with 2D and 3D graphs, but the real challenge is to embed the crystal report chart 

in the existing project. IceFaces uses Ajax based components and also provides wide variety of 

charts which are available in demo components already implemented as an example. So it makes 

easy to understand the code and structure of components and libraries. The IceFaces was 

already in use in previous version of the C3fire project and it looks good for containing the same 

scheme with no compatibility issues. Also Ajax having strong web based dynamic graphics 

presents the charts remarkably with fine shades and colors. The three charts which we selected 

for the implementation in our project will describe the data in fields in a visual expect. These 

charts include custom chart (bar and line), line chart and pie chart. 

 

 

 

 

3.11. PROS & CONS 

IceFaces 

 IceFaces provides Ajax for high graphic effects to visualize the charts resulting into more 

eye-catching charts.  

 IceFaces comes up with integral part with Ajax and JSF. Java based environment can be 

use easily for IceFaces components like net beans which already included glassfish 

server as its integral part. So there is good compatibility between the platforms and 

frameworks. 

 IceFaces is license free framework so its help is easily available on help forums. 

 

 

 

Crystal Report 

 Crystal Report may divert the platform from net beans to visual Studio for creating charts 

as contrary to the previous project version. It may cause difficulties in embedding or 

advancing the existing code due to compatibility issues. 
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 Crystal report latest version provides many chart types but still it is lacking some of the 

business charts also the graphics of charts are not that much good as compared to 

IceFaces. 

 Crystal Report endorsed with regards to secure implementation of chart. 

 Crystal Report doesn’t cover every type of business chart, as it lack some business chart 

types. 

 Crystal Report is not featured with Ajax or JSF technologies so graphically it’s not as 

powerful as IceFaces. 

 Crystal Report implementation can face some compatibility issues with JSF as in our 

preliminary investigation we found in some of forums that crystal report is having problem 

in page navigation while using JSF code.[17] 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION FOR GRAPH SYSTEM IN C3FIRE 

4.1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The developed application has implemented in Java and Ice faces. The system consists of three 

layers. At the backend MySql is used as a storage space for the session log files, and at front end 

we used the Java and ice Faces, as interface between database and ice faces Glassfish server is 

used. Glassfish is a free, open source application server. Glassfish v2.1.1 delivers a scalable, 

reliable foundation for the Telco-grade Sun Glassfish Communications Server, and expands 

platform support to include AIX 6.1. Users of Glassfish Enterprise Server will benefit from 

enterprise reliability and performance with less complexity, and will be able to deliver new 

services in less time. Join the large and growing community of users. 

 

The application uses the c3fire database which reads the data from the session logs and insert 

into the database. And similarly the application reads the data from the database and displays it 

on the front-end and further the user can select the option in order to display and summarize the 

result in a graphical form.   

 

This chapter provides the detail for the C3fire system as an architectural level view such as front 

end and back end implementation. As illustrated previously the C3fire web log file management 

system is divided into the two sessions. 

 

1. C3fire Database log file management system 

2. C3fire web Log File management system 

 
Graph Implementation 

We have used output chart component from IceFaces. The IceFaces showcase component 

provides Java server faces (JSF) components. This component provides some extra advantages 

over JSF. 

 Direct to Data Object model structure is fully optimized such as page update without 

refreshing the whole page instead of only required portion of page is updated.     

 These components provide some special effects which IceFaces is providing such as 

submit effect, UseronRole. 

 Easy editing and customization for the styling of complicated components. 

 

By using IceFaces it can give advantage of leveraging IceFaces application development with 

IceFaces features. 
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 It provides smooth page loading, navigation will not take much time due to partial page 

loading. 

 The User interfaces which are provided by server asynchronously can be update without 

the polling process. 

 Provision of Ajax without having much programming for effects such as java script. 

 Much user friendly as it preserves the user requirements during the normal page updates. 

 The form submits and reply is smoothly handled as it did not affect the interaction of user. 

 

IceFaces Component Suit 

IceFaces component suit which was used to draw the graph for C3fire is named as outputchart. 

Output chart provides the open source chart creation facility. The two main types of charts which 

are provided by outputchart component are pie and axis charts which have several subtypes in 

each.  

 

Example: chart implementation  

 
As the different chart types use same data and code hence it is dynamically changed according to 

the required chart. Here are some Tags used for output chart. 
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Java Code and package for output chart 

The following package was imported to include a new component in the existing project. 

Package org.ICEfaces.application.showcase.view.bean.examples.component.outputChart;                                         

4.2. C3FIRE DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The session log files are stored in database arranged as a set of different tables. Every event 

makes a new table, the session group, session number; identification number can identify the 

database event. After having number of experiments all information in a sequence is stored in a 

log. Log file management tool is used for doing this in four different steps. Group of eight people 

performs each experiment which is divided in to two teams of 4 persons. Information for the tasks 

is handled by two different servers. Total of sixteen (16) sessions are performed for each group 

and team and log file is then maintained which holds all the information regarding specific 

session. 

 

The data from files are extracted. After the extraction of data the data is stored into the database. The data 

belonging to a specific type is stored in the specified table such as the firefighting and positions of 

certain movements. Therefore the data is classified accordingly and the data is stored further if 

the changes are recorded in the events in any table which are required to draw the graph values 

and events. Then the database is updated and the graph showing the trend is drawn.  

 

Value and session data is fetched from the database in order to draw the graph. The table’s 

session_info keeps record of each session with group number and value is stored in session_info. 

4.3. DATABASE TABLE FOR GRAPHS 

As we have used session_info to get data for graph values. In that table we have multiple 

sessions in a group and we have three other attributes so the value is used to create 

accumulated bar and pie chart. 
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The number of experiments generates events of actions and formulates a session log file which is 

stored in the database having detail information of session log, Group, event types and their 

codes.  

 
Database management and log files 

For the generation of graphs the database data is used for the values, for that database is 

selected and session info table calls. As the session info table keeps primary key and secondary 

key it make easier to implement the table data. 

 

Below is view of database table session_info structure which keeps the data used to draw charts, 

the table information is shown in two parts to accommodate the length. 

 

 
   Figure 4.1 Database Record table session_info 

4.4. JAVA CLASSES FOR GRAPHIC AND CRYSTAL REPORT 

REPRESENTATION 

Ajax is for Java and IceFaces is its framework that helps the developers of java to manage and 

deploy web applications as rich thin client. Java and thin client model is hence used for the 

implementation of these functionalities. 

“class AbstractChartData.java 

public boolean renderOnSubmit(OutputChart component){                                             boolean 

renderOnSubmit = this.renderOnSubmit; “[12] 

This java code is used in order to display the chart when button is submitted in event column on 

the GUI interface of Log file from DB. 

4.5. EVENT HANDLING AND GENERATIONS 

Event of graph charts are handled through three different classes “log files from db table”, as 

there are three different charts which shows the data in graphical format. The tabs for graph 

charts are shown in table in the event columns where each type will display the specified chart for 

the selected group.  
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Figure 4.2 Log file DB 

 

The figure shows three different graph tabs in event column showing pie, bar and line graph. The 

data from database is represented in these graphs to give a dynamic visual overview. 

4.6. GLASS FISH 

Application server selection became an important when creating applications which are important 

so it makes a crucial decision if the application is for business purpose. Regarding C3fire we were 

looking for open-source application server for java so we found Glassfish as an open-source 

server with java and MySql supported, it has capability of exploring data features also Glassfish 

supports Net beans which were primary application designing tool in C3fire upgraded projects.  

4.6.1. JAVA WITH GLASSFISH 

As stated earlier the Glassfish application server supports the java Enterprise Edition 5 and now it 

is ready to launch application server support for Enterprise Edition 6 which will work even more 

efficiently and fast. Glassfish supports enterprise class java application, rich internet applications 

supported by java and java applications that only support java Enterprise Edition. The Glassfish 

server is looking and aiming to be the first application server that supports java Enterprise Edition 

6. Glassfish v3 (version 3) will give access to the java EE 6 web application service development 

kit and its view. The integration provide by Glassfish with application tool like Net beans with java 
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EE 5 which makes application to perform better and fast and also makes it easy to handle and 

maintain. Glassfish is the most used application server that has the projects of java EE 5. [13]   

4.6.2. JSPX 

Jspx is open source rapid application development of java Web framework. Jspx is built from java 

enterprise edition servlet also Jspx is capable of developing object oriented programs for HTML 

code. Jspx provides user friendly application program interface for the developers. Jspx is state 

full web framework that keeps the active state as it probes the drawback of HTTP protocol that is 

stateless. For application development Jspx usually built up of two main parts from the 

development prospective.  

 Declarative code HTML 

 Imperative code Java 

Declarative HTML code is the html based page that uses html tags and it is user end application 

end. The imperative code java keeps the java pages for the specific html files basically it controls 

the interaction between user end html and server and act as a controller. [14] 

 
Example of chartcontroller.java for plotting the chart 

 

“private Map chartDataModels; 

    // currently selected data model pointer 

    private AbstractChartData currentChartModel; 

    private String currentChartType; 

    public ChartController() { 

        init(); 

    } 

        chartDataModels = new HashMap(); 

 

  private void init() { 

chartDataModels.put(OutputChart.CUSTOM_CHART_TYPE, 

                new ChartModelCustom(true, false, false, false)); 

        // set the default dataModel 

        currentChartType = OutputChart.CUSTOM_CHART_TYPE; 

        //currentChartType = OutputChart.LINE_CHART_TYPE; 

        currentChartModel = (AbstractChartData)chartDataModels.get(currentChartType); 

    } 

public void chartTypeChange(ValueChangeEvent event) { 

        String newChartType = (String) event.getNewValue(); 

        if (newChartType != null) { 

            currentChartType = newChartType; 

            currentChartModel = (AbstractChartData)chartDataModels.get(newChartType); 

            if (currentChartModel!= null) 

                currentChartModel.renderOnSubmit = true; 

        } 

    } 

public void addChartData(ActionEvent event) { 

        if (currentChartModel != null) { 

            currentChartModel.addData(); 

        } 

    } 
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    /** 

     * Resets the current chart data model. 

     * 

     * @param event jsf action event. 

     */ 

    public void resetChartData(ActionEvent event) { 

        if (currentChartModel != null) { 

            currentChartModel.resetData(); 

        } 

    }” [15] 

 

 

 

Chart Controller structural view in net beans 

Chartcontroller.java has functions of actually implementing chart, it get different types of charts and by 

using chart model chartcontroller.java finds abstract chart data and current chart type.  

 
Figure 4.3 class structures for chart controller 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

5. GRAPH USER INTERFACE 

5.1. LAYOUT OF LOG FILE 

The graphs of a certain group can be drawn through (log file from DB) event viewer which is 

arranged according to group number. The basic task of (log file from DB) event viewer is to show 

and draw the table dynamically for the records of events stored in the databases. User can select 

the check box and then press the show graph for the specific record or either select the row 

directly by clicking on it. The graph is drawn in to a separate navigation window each time when a 

specific graph is selected from table. Session details can still be seen by selecting a row in the log 

file event table. 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Log file DB C3fire (layout) chart 

 

 

After selecting the group 1 from (log file from DB) table, each record will show only specified 

group record that is group 1. The graph is displayed by selecting graph type from each event field 

against each group, the graph will be drawn as shown below. 

This is a bar graph of a specified group showing discrete values against each session from the 

database record.  
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5.2. VIEW OF GRAPHS 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Bar chart with line (custom chart) C3fire 
 
Below is the output view of 3D pie graph in c3fire web interface, displaying the data for each 
session in a diagonal which makes it easy to compare and analyze between each entity. 
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Figure 5.3 3D pie chart C3fire 

As displayed in the figure simple line graph showing a trend ratio between different values with 
every session on y-axis and x-axis respectively. 

 
Figure 5.4 Line chart C3fire 

 

An output view of clustered bar chart showing cluster of different values in a session. 
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Figure 5.5 clustered chart C3fire using IceFaces 

 

Java provides different features useful for the implementation of graphs, IceFaces facilitates the 
solution for implementation, and IceFaces also provides different features which are as follows: 
Open source development, security implementation, Ajax support, and a wide variety of different 
component suites. 

5.3. USE OF CHART TYPES 

In our project the most suitable chart types were Bar chart, line chart, pie chart and clustered bar 
chart as it was displayed in previous section which shows the bars along with the axis of session 
and events which are cumulative values of each group. Each group has group number and there 
can be many entries in database against each group number the graph will show and display the 
cumulative result of each group at a time. 
 
The graph can be created as 2D and 3D. The crystal report generates the graph and reports 
through different data sources. Crystal report is compatible with the languages like visulabasic.net 
and C#. 
Whereas IceFaces graph types are found to be most suitable for the implementation of c3fire 
graph charts. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As C3fire is used to train users providing command, control and communication on real time 
system, C3fire comes up with results which are useful for the team training persons such as 
events and their relations, for better view of results and ease of understanding, the graphs layout 
gives a clear picture of the exercise. Graph view demonstrates the whole story through a window 
in a quick manner. That provides the users and analysts to view the demography and they can 
get results or take actions in a quickly manner. 
As previous updates of C3fire only gives detail description of events along with groups and 
sessions and now the graph picture shows the bars as demography for the events comparing with 
the sessions against each group separately. 
 

6.1. GLASSFISH VS CRYSTAL REPORT 

Glassfish server has many advantages such as: 

 The development and deployment of projects are in the same environment. 

 Single instance of Glassfish can handle many applications at the same time. 

 Glassfish supports and provide java Enterprise Edition 5 and it support and host Ruby in 

the same environment console. 

 Glassfish provides availability of service in Glassfish version 2. 

 Glassfish also provide high clustering in v2. 

 Glassfish handles many application requests and database connections by remaining in 

the same environment.   

 

Crystal Report has also some advantages and disadvantages as stated below: 
Pros: 

1. Crystal report provides security, editing of report after publishing is not possible 

whereas in HTML it can be modified. 

2. With secure report and chart management it is not possible for anyone to get to know 

about the creation of chart or report. 

Cons: 
1. We cannot customize the chart characteristics while using crystal report. 

2. Crystal report cannot handle a database field that is more than 255 characters long. 

3. Crystal report cannot handle multiple instances of projects in a single environment. 

4. Crystal report in not supported by the table object. 

 

6.2. EXPERIENCE WITH GLASSFISH AND ITS COMPARISON WITH JBOSS 

Glassfish is an open source AS (application server) that was introduced by sun systems in 2005. 

As compared to other application servers like jboss the Glassfish server has many advantages.  
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 Glassfish is the first Enterprise Edition application server.  

 Glassfish has edge over jboss for deploying the commercial end user products for about 

3 years.  

 Glassfish supports java and its performance is excellent also it is very fast. 

 Glassfish server is easy to use as it provides configuration console and “administrative 

console for tasks”, whereas Jboss performs the tasks with the JMX beans. 

 As compare to other frameworks jboss is yet an Enterprise Edition Application.  

 

As stated above we got a good experience of using glassfish application server as it is well 

embedded with java and building tools such as net beans which also supports IceFaces that was 

an integral part of developing charts. IceFaces together with net beans using Application server 

framework provides a simple configuration of license free open-source products. 

 

6.3. C3FIRE SPECIFIC GRAPHS 

C3Fire specific graphs are built after research on different chart building tools and techniques 

which are as follow: 

 C3fire specific graph use IceFaces which provides separate component for drawing 

charts. 

 It is easily embedded with AJAX and Glassfish server that has high compatibility with 

java. 

 Provides a professional looking charts and designing in different types. 

 Provides ongoing coloring schemes with older project versions. 

 Charts can be customized dynamically according to the requirement with a little change in 

the chartcontroller file. 

 Makes easy handling with embedding and high availability of service. 

 Provides high availability with the Database records and tables for fetching the data from 

table. 

 Availability of service with highly application requests handles with a single instance. 

 Easy to implement changes in future work. 

 

In C3fire we are using IceFaces support for drawing the graph. IceFaces itself is a complex 

architectural composition and it makes hard for developer to understand the different block 

buildings of IceFaces framework. Thus IceFaces provides HTML based JSF (java server faces) 

layout. IceFaces is light weight with provision of Ajax bridge so any change in UI is followed to 

browser and then to the server through this bridge.  
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We use output-chart component from IceFaces suite. The output chart uses Jcharts that is an 

open source chart creation utility. The implementation of graph is done by using two main chart 

creation components i.e. axis and pie charts. 

We implemented bar, line, pie and cluster bar graph to show the data in different angles and 

views. The analysis of performance and decision making is highly based on the chart types, these 

types of charts defines all aspects of data that is required for analysis. Now we have successfully 

embedded the charts using existing database records with a little modification in the record fields 

of “session_info” table. 

 

Apart from IceFaces and Glassfish designing of charts and chart selection, our main task in this 

thesis was to extend the existing project by embedding a chart component suite from IceFaces. 

The issues prolongs as there was no inbuilt compilation and building of project and a third party 

patch apache is used to build the project. In future work we can use inbuilt builder that makes it 

easy for error recovery and error repair.  

 

The future of making graph information more dynamic, by adding some other graphs that 

illustrates the extending requirement. When more database table interacts with the graph system 

of c3fire extension of more graph types can be effective such as calculation of time for 

extinguishing the fire; email handling that makes it more useful.    
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GLOSSARY 

 

AJAX Asynchronous java script and extended xml 

CR Crystal Report 

DB Database 

EE  Enterprise Edition 

GUI Graphical user Interface 

IF IceFaces 

JSF Java server faces 

JSPX extended java server pages 

JEM Java enterprise model 

UI User Interface 

2D  2 dimensional 

3D 3 dimensional 
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